The year is coming to an end, it's time to reflect on the past
and make plans for the future! For this we chose a project
for DSM, which has been our client almost for the whole 75
years. Enjoy the article and the bonus in the end!

Winning five contracts in the early 2000s in a row was
exceptional by any standards. DSM High Performance Fibers
chose Tebodin for its unfailing ability to create the production
capacity required for its Dyneema® fibre in Europe and in the
near future in the United States.
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seven years is now producing major benefits. A one-third reduction of
lead time is just an example.’

This project is expected to run smoothly with a dedicated engineering
team working just round the corner from the plant. DSM High
Performance Fibers (DSM HPF) and Tebodin are initiating each new
capacity expansion while the construction of the previous one is still
in progress to shorten the new fibre’s time to market.

Crucial innovations
The Dyneema history begins for Tebodin in 1995 when DSM
HPF had its initial successes with the new fibre that is now reputedly
the strongest in the world: fifteen times stronger than steel based on
weight, and twice as strong as aramide. Much of the output is used
for military purposes (helmets, armouring, bullet-proof vests),
consumer articles (fishing lines, motorcycle crash helmets, sails and
dental floss) and ship’s equipment (fishing nets, ropes and cables).

‘Now that our fourth Dyneema Europe Plant (DEP-4) is nearing
completion,’ says DSM Project Manager Mr Huub Guffens, ‘we are
finalising the civil engineering of DEP-5 with Tebodin. We have also
engaged Tebodin and its American partner Lockwood Greene to help
design our first plant in the United States, the Dyneema American
Plant (DAP-1). These developments are being driven primarily by the
ever-growing demand for our new production line Dyneema® fibre.
But they also stem from making optimal use of the experience and
learning gained from four successive production expansions. The
relationship that DSM HPF and Tebodin have built up over the past

DSM initially predicted that these markets would have enormous
potential. Mr Guffens confirms that the marketing specialists were
spot on. ‘We started up our first expansion, DEP-2, early 1996,’ he
recalls. ‘DEP-3 followed a year later. DEP-4 basic engineering started
in November 2000 and the planned plant start-up is this month,
December 2001. The operational and innovative strength of our
relationship with Tebodin - which has undertaken all projects on an
EPCM basis - has become stronger and stronger. Certain crucial
innovations have repeatedly been strengthened or improved for
inclusion in each new project.
Before every new project, we reviewed literally everything - working
method, type of contract, project structure, selection of contractors,
scheduling - to see whether there was still more that could be
improved. All of this work was done by the integrated project team
located in offices next to the plant. We are very happy with the
results.’
Special bonus - greetings from year 2002!
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